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Abstract
This paper reports on the progress for the first development of rocket probe for in-situ
measurement of ionospheric plasma parameters in Iran. The designed probe known as Plasma
Impedance Probe (PIP) will be used to measure the electron density, electron-neutral collision
frequency, background magnetic field, and temperature in the mesospheric and in the altitude
range of 70 km to 150 km. This paper presents a review of the current plan on design, analysis,
fabrication and laboratory tests of the PIP. Specifically, the theoretical calculations as well as
numerical simulations on the characteristics of the PIP is provided and discussed. The effect of
several background parameters in the ionospheric region on the radiation characteristics of the
immersed antenna in the background plasma is presented. The possible reduction technique in
order to analyze the observational data and derive background ionospheric parameters is provided.
The requirements for the implementation of the designed probe are investigated. The possible
applications of the PIP in complex plasma are introduced.
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1. Introduction
The local measurements of atmospheric,
ionospheric and magnetospheric parameters
using a probe on rockets and satellites, which
is known as in-situ observations, has a long
history in the field of space science and
remote sensing. The history of these
observations goes back to the post world war
II era. The technologies associated with insitu probes and instruments have been
advanced over the years significantly such
that they can provide very accurate
observations of natural and artificially
created phenomena in the near earth
environment.
One of the simple and applicable probes that
have been used in several missions by NASA
and other institutions is the Plasma
Impedance Probe (PIP) (Balmain, 1964;
Baker et al., 1966; Bishop and Baker, 1972;
Oya, 1966; Oya and Aso, 1969; Oya and
Obayashi, 1967; Oya and Morioka, 1975;
Carlson, 2004; Ward et al., 2005; Ward,
2006; Blackwell et al., 2005a, b, 2007;
Spencer et al., 2007). The plasma impedance
probe consists of an antenna with sweeping
frequency within the range of background
ionospheric plasma frequency. As the rocket
passes through the ionosphere and based on
the time scale of each frequency sweep, the
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resonance condition associated with electron
plasma frequency, electron gyro-frequency,
and electron-neutral collision frequency. This
probe has passed the measurement
capabilities within highly variable region of
the ionosphere such as Aurora (Spencer et
al., 2008; Abe et al., 2006; Wakabayashi and
Ono, 2006; Jayram et al., 2008).
There are several other in-situ probes that can
be used on rockets or satellites for local
measurements of plasma and ionospheric
parameters, which are not the subject of this
paper. One major probe, which is widely
being used, is the Langmuir probe that is well
known as a basic instrument for measurement
of ionospheric parameters such as electron
density. This probe is designed to determine
the electron temperature, electron density,
and electric potential of plasma. This probe
uses a constant or time-varying electric
potential between the various electrodes or
between them and the surrounding plasma.
While this technique can provide an accurate
measurement of plasma parameters, the
direct contact of the probe with the plasma
and shielding effect could limit the
performance and applications of such probe.
Therefore, the PIP that is the subject of
current paper has a great advantage over the
a.mahmoudian@ut.ac.ir
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common in-situ probes both on simplicity
and flexibility aspects.
This paper presents the theoretical analysis of
PIP with varying background ionospheric
parameters. The capability assessment of this
probe for measuring ionospheric parameters
is investigated by varying background
parameters. A complicated computational
model is discussed and used for accurate
determination of plasma parameters. A data
reduction technique to analyze the measured
parameters is presented. The planned
laboratory experiments are also discussed.
2. Plasma Impedance Probe (PIP)
The plasma impedance probe has received
attention of the researchers for in-situ
observations of the mesosphere and
ionosphere. As discussed before, the main
goal of the PIP is to measure the induced
variation of the antenna input impedance,
which is a result of changes in the
background electron density, electron
temperature, as well as orientation with
respect to the background magnetic field.
These electrically short antennas in free
space have a fundamental impedance of
=

(1)

where is the transmission frequency, and
is the characteristics capacitance of the
antenna. The simplest approximation of the
effect of plasma on an antenna is obtained by
treating the plasma as a dielectric.
= 1−

(2)

In this expression, electron plasma frequency
is
=
. Immersed antenna in
plasma can be treated as a parallel plate
capacitor filled with a dielectric
=

= 1−

(3)

If the plasma is modeled as a lossy dielectric,
due to electron-neutral collisions (νen), the
relative permittivity becomes
=1−

component (R). The plasma parameters such
as electron density and collision frequency
can be obtained from the following
expressions.
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Measuring the difference from a free space
value results in
∆ =

−

=∆ + ∆

(6)

3. Balmain Theoretical Model
Balmain (1964) was the first to develop a
relatively simple expression for an antenna in
a magnetized plasma. For an antenna
immersed in a cold, collisional magnetized
plasma
=

−1

(7)

For a short dipole in a plasma by only
replacing the effective half length (L) and
radius (R), The dielectric tensor contains
essentially all of the information about the
electromagnetic properties of a plasma.
=
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where denotes the incident angle of the DC
magnetic field. The dielectric tensor for a
cold, collisional, magnetized plasma
−
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In the case of lossy (collisional) plasma, the
impedance of the antenna not only has a
modified reactive component (X) of the
impendence, but also adds a resistive
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The theoretical results using the above-
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mentiioned
expressions
for
variious
ionosspheric condditions are shhown in Figu
ures
1 andd 2. Specificaally, the variaation of electron
neutrral collisio
on frequenncy on the
charaacteristic curve
c
of antenna in
nput
impeddance ampplitude and phase versus
frequuency is shoown in Figuure 1. Figurre 1
preseents the effect
e
of electron-neuutral
collission frequenncy (
) on the in
nput
impeddance characcteristic curvve. It shouldd be
notedd that
is an importaant parameteer in
the Earth’s
E
ionossphere and can be used
d to
measure the neuutral density.. According
g to
c
freqquency increases
Figurre 1, as the collision
the am
mplitude of the
t maximum
m and minim
mum
ampliitudes will be
b reduced. This effect can
comppletely be diffferentiated ffrom the abo
ovementiioned paraameters. Therefore,
T
the
specttrum of the antenna chaaracteristic in
nput
impeddance can bee employed to
t determinee the
ionosspheric plasm
ma parameteers with a good
g
accurracy. The inpput impedance phase datta in
the ffrequency domain
d
alsoo validates this
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effect.
As can be seeen in Figuree 2, while thee minima
associated with electtron gyro-ffrequency
remains at a fixed point,, the maximaa location
will be shiftted according
g to the upper-hybrid
frequency. The peak of the maximum
m
amplitude also becoomes stronnger by
he electron plasma freqquency as
increasing th
the electronn neutral collision frequency
f
coefficient reduces.
r
Thiis is consisttent with
the theoreticcal results prresented in Figure
F
1.
On the otheer hand, withh increasingg electron
gyro-frequen
ncy the minnima locationn will be
shifted to thhe right as well as the electron
plasma, whiich providess a great opportunity
to discriminnate the tw
wo effects. Another
signature obbserved in thee theoretical results is
a peak inn the specttrum of thhe input
impedance associated with
w
electronn plasma
frequency. This also provides a unique
e
of
opportunity to distingguish the effect
electron pllasma frequuency and electron
neutral collission frequen
ncy.

(a)

(b)
Figuree 1. Variation effect
e
of electroon density (elecctron plasma freequency) on anntenna input im
mpedance a) ampplitude and
b) phase using
u
Balmain thheoretical modeel associated with varying elecctron neutral coollision frequenccy.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Variation effecct of electron-nneutral collisionn frequency on antenna input impedance a) am
mplitude and b) phase
using Balmainn theoretical moodel associated with varying ellectron plasma frequency.

4. Plasm
ma-Fluid Computationaal Model
While Balmain theorretical model can providee
n input impeedance of thee
a rough estimate on
antenna, a sophisticaated computaational modeel
to includde the tempooral behavioor of antennaa
radiationn characterisstics in the presence of
ionospheeric plasma will be reequired. This
approachh
will
enhance
the
exacct
measurement of ionoospheric paraameters.
mputational model
m
used in this studyy
The com
is basedd on the fluidd-plasma coombined with
h
the Maxwell’s equuations. Thee multi ion
n
d
species pplasma is treeated with coontinuity and
momentuum equationns for the plaasma densityy
(ns) andd velocity (us), respecctively. Thee
Maxwelll’s equationss are solved to obtain thee

me variation of the electtric field (E
E) and
tim
maggnetic fieldss (B) generatted by the anntenna
imm
mersed in the
t
plasma.
denotees the
colllision frequuency betweeen the twoo ion
speecies, and and
a
repreesents the veelocity
andd mass for each ion sppecies. As shown
s
beloow, Equationns (14), (15)), and (16) are
a the
Maaxwell’s equuation, whiich are useed to
deteermine the variation of
o electric field,
maggnetic field and plasma current dennsities,
resppectively. Eqquations (177) and (18) are
a the
conntinuity and momentum
m expressionns for
plassma densitiees and velociities, respecttively,
andd in the preseence of extern
nal fields.
=−

(14)
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In orrder to invesstigate the innput impedaance
charaacteristics as the transmiission frequeency
varies, several frequenciees should be
consiidered to derive the response of the
antennna parameeters to thhe surround
ding
plasm
ma. Thereforre, the antennna responsee to
the derivative of a Gausssian signall is
calcuulated in thee simulations to reduce the
compputational tiime. The simulated
s
in
nput
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impedance is
i then takenn in to the spectrum
domain to study thhe responsee versus
T numericcal results using
u
the
frequency. The
full computational moodel of an antenna
e
radiating in the plasma environment
is shown
in Figure 3.
The figure reepresents thee variation of antenna
radiation characteristic
c
cs includinng input
impedance with
w varyingg backgroundd electron
plasma tempperature. Acccording to thhis figure,
it can be seeen that electtron temperaature only
starts to plaay a significant role for energies
higher than 5eV that is much
m
higherr than the
i the ionospphere (Te
temperaturess observed in
<< 1eV). Thherefore, thiss probe is caapable of
determining the effecct of highh energy
his would exxpand the appplications
electrons. Th
of the probee to study the active geomagnetic
condition inn the upper Earth
E
environnment as
well as the laaboratory.

Figuree 3. Impedance of a dipole antenna in a homogeneous
h
p
plasma
for diffferent values of electron tempperature as
simulated by PF-FDTD.
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5. Data R
Reduction
The dataa reduction technique iss designed too
measure local param
meters of thee ionospheree
as the roocket passes through thiss region. This
techniquue will use the observed inpuut
impedannce and compares
c
itt with thee
theoreticcal model as welll as thee
computaational modeel in order to
t determinee
the altituude profile of electron density and
d
electron neutral colliision frequenncy. It shouldd
be notedd that
is an
a important parameter to
o
be usedd for calcu
ulating the background
d
neutral density in the mesospheree.
Considerring the sizee of requiredd calculations
to
esttimate
ionnospheric
backgroundd
parameteers on each altitude secttion, the dataa
reductionn process will
w be donne using thee
comparisson of the obbservations with
w Balmainn
theoreticcal model. In
n this techniqque, the valuee
of the innput impedaance includinng phase and
d
amplitudde versus frequency
f
w
will
be used
d

B
thheoretical results
r
agaainst the Balmain
in order to determine thhe possible range
fically,
of ionosphericc parameteers. Specifi
c
of 1) the sim
milarity
the matching criterion
v
of the slope innput impedaance curve versus
, 2)
freqquency at freequencies hiigher than
the entire curvee behavior su
uch as minim
ma and
maxxima frequeencies, andd 3) a weiighted
com
mbination off both will be considerred in
thiss study. Then,
T
the estimated values
v
of backgroundd plasma paarameters thhrough
b
imported to
Ballmain moddel will be
the
computational
mo
odel
in
order
t
exact value
v
of eleectron
to determine the
on-neutral coollision frequuency,
dennsity, electro
maggnetic fieldd strength and tempeerature
at the correspponding alttitude. It should
s
be noted that similar matchhing criterionn will
be consideredd for the comparison of
merical resuults with the
t
experim
mental
num
obsservations.

Figure 4. Data reductionn technique usiing the measurred impedance data and compparison with thhe Balmain theooretical
model and PF--FDTD model.
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6. Conclusion
The theoretical and computational modeling
of antenna radiation characteristics such as
input impedance in the presence of plasma is
investigated for the first upcoming in-situ
mesospheric measurement using sounding
rockets in Iran. The plasma impedance probe
(PIP), an immersed antenna in plasma has
been used for local measurements of plasma
layer parameters such as plasma density,
collision frequency, magnetic field strength
and temperature in the near Earth
environment.
The background ionospheric parameters will
produce a clear signature on the characteristic
impedance of antenna versus transmission
frequency, which provides a measurement
technique for in-situ measurements in the
ionosphere using PIP on sounding rockets. It
has been shown in this paper that the unique
signature of electron-plasma frequency, gyrofrequency and electron-neutral collision
frequency on the characteristic impedance of
the antenna is distinguishable and can be
employed to measure the background
ionospheric parameters. A data reduction
technique to be used in the actual experiment
for measuring background ionospheric
parameters is discussed. It has been shown
that the best practical approach is to
determine an estimated value of parameters
using the comparison of Balmain theoretical
results and observations. A detailed
computational modeling will be used next for
exact
determination
of
background
parameters.
As part of the pre-mission tests, laboratory
experiments are planned to examine the
performance of the electronic parts as well as
the data reduction algorithm. Having access
to magnetized plasma vacuum chamber for
the laboratory experiments to verify the PIP
observations is critical. There are several
plasma laboratory facilities that suit well for
the purpose of this study.
The electronics and other parts of the probe
are under development. Altitude resolution
and corresponding frequency sweep time are
being decided. The authors of this paper are
currently
investigating
the
broader
applications of the plasma impedance probe
in complex plasma and in the presence of
dust particles for the first time. This study is
expected to be used to diagnose natural dust
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layers in the near Earth environment as well
as the laboratory.
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